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SANDS REWARDS CLUB
ټҳผ

Sands Rewards Club loyalty programme strives to create value for our shared customers,
reinforcing their decision to choose us for entertainment, shopping, dining and more.
Recently, we announced improvements for our partnering retailers, including the elimination
of the 3 per cent on earn.
Loyalty programme components also run alongside our seasonal campaigns. Our In Full
Bloom summer campaign featured a special promotion for members redeeming 2,000
points or more at the Shoppes in a single purchase – they received 10 per cent back in
Rewards Dollars. This offer was designed to drive additional sales and revenue in the
Shoppes and raise customer loyalty to stores and restaurants via Sands Rewards Club.
Look out for new promotions coming soon.
For further information on the Sands Rewards Club programme please get in touch with your
leasing contact or Peggy Leong at peggy.pc.leong@sands.com.mo. Your partnership is
much appreciated.
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MASTERCARD TRAVELER
REWARDS PROGRAMME
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Spend at Sands Retail Shoppes
and enjoy more with Mastercard.
Running through October 2015,
customers can earn 5 per cent off
their purchase in MasterCard Traveler Rewards
Dollars. Once a spend reaches HK$3,000 cardholders can redeem their Dollars for a MasterCard
prepaid card that can be used at any retailer
within the Shoppes. For more information contact
Oriana Roberts at oriana.roberts@sands.com.mo.
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COTAI JAZZ & BLUES

VENETIAN FIORI SERVICE
FLOWER PACKAGE

ͮټᏲɡʥᔂሁࠑᅥຝ

ᒠ٦య

Retailers at Shoppes can now enjoy an exclusive
Floral Service Package, courtesy of Venetian
Fiori. For Shoppes at Four Seasons and Shoppes
BU7FOFUJBO DPOUBDUWmPSJ!TBOETDPNNP 
(853) 8117 6737. For Shoppes at Cotai Central,
DPOUBDUDmPSJ!TBOETDPNNP   
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SANDS RETAIL ACADEMY
ټҳཌྷਕነ

Two hundred more staff members will graduate
from Sands Retail Academy in a ceremony
that takes place on 17 September. This class
of graduates comprises staff from 60 shops,
including Adidas, Chopard, Calvin Klein,
Chow Tai Fook Watch & Jewellery, Damiani,
(VDDJ .PTDIJOP 3JNPXB 5PNNZ)JMmHFS 
Vivienne Westwood and more. Sands Retail
Academy strives to improve service standards
and the customer experience across Sands
Retail. For Sands Retail Academy matters,
contact Winkey Lei at winkey.lei@sands.com.
mo. To enrol team members, contact Carmen
Ho at carmen.ho@sands.com.mo.

FAMILY FUN DAYS
ᘖय़ʨ࠷ᅥ

The new space designed for families at Shoppes
$PUBJ$FOUSBMPGmDJBMMZMBVODIFEXJUIOFXTIPQT
to great fanfare and extensive media coverage on
29 August. A Chinese fable themed interactive
experience added to the celebrations, bringing to
MJGFmWFXFMMLOPXO$IJOFTFUBMFTUISPVHIIVHF
3D pop-up books. Visitors spending MOP8,000
or more at any retailer within Shoppes at Four
Seasons, Shoppes at Venetian and Shoppes at
Cotai Central from now until 12 October,
will receive a Family Fun Voucher worth
MOP400 to spend at participating retailers
in Shoppes at Cotai Central. Children can get
involved too. An exclusive treasure hunt for
those aged 12 and under requires the collection
PGTUBNQTGSPNTQFDJmFEMPDBUJPOTXJUIJOUIFUISFF4IPQQFTNBMMT
0ODPNQMFUJPO LJETSFDFJWFBGSFF5SFBTVSF#PYmMMFEXJUIHPPEJFT
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Artists from around the world have
CBUUMFEJUPVUUPCFBNPOHmOBMJTUT
competing for a share in the HK$550,000
cash-prize pool at his year’s Cotai Jazz &
Blues Festival. Enjoy four days of music
and merriment at The Venetian Macao’s
lagoon area, all in the spirit and style of
New Orleans’ world famous Mardi Gras,
between 9 and 12 October.
Ͳଈάᅥʹඔඑԓݘɣؿێଊ
ࠑᅥˈᑩcӯιݯ܃ੜcྔجᐢࠤ
ಋʏؿᔔఒଊټᆉeݯ౨̒ʨؿ
ࠑᅥଞผ˂כϭˀᐾϷcɺљღၙ
ዌ̛ۤپɁಙघሌˮϳؿผcȹ
ՇณෙဍӪӔᚭຝࠑؿᅥ၀ुcͳ۹၀ٻ
ᗒѿؿ՚̱e

THE EXPENDABLES
ᙼʨଁੀɾէ
Some of Hollywood’s biggest names
descended on The Venetian Macao for the
Asian premiere of The Expendables 3
in August. Walking the red carpet to
the Venetian Theatre prior to the event,
actors Arnold Schwarzenegger, Sylvester
Stallone and mixed martial artist and
actress Ronda Rousey were greeted by
excited fans who lined their way, while
Hong Kong celebrities Jessica C, Joyce
Lee, Loretta Chow, Phillip Ng, Timmy Hung
and Janet Chau joined the stars for the
special screening.

ټҳᄤͲؿณࡼᑪيذං˂כˀໃιઢ͂c
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ͮټכΊ֙ਂɍᑪذਆ
ܞؿցΔᒨνඑၰc
˞˿ڏᏵᖲ௩ᗸଝ
ȹcɣɁɩۦᅚॐ
ᔿe
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The Expendables 3 is the third
movie in The Expendables
franchise, featuring a dream team
of global superstars, explosive
stunts and mind-blowing weaponry
as the mercenary group comes face to face
with ruthless arms dealer and Expendables
co-founder Conrad Stonebanks – played
by Mel Gibson – whose mission is to wipe
PVUUIFFOUJSFUFBN5IFmMNTQSFNJFSF
was part of a series of activities celebrating
The Venetian Macao’s 7th anniversary that
also included the high-octane UFC Fight
Night Macao. At the event, Stallone and
Schwarzenegger left their handprints which
join those of numerous other celebrities
in the resort’s Bridge of Stars Gallery. The
celebrities also enjoyed some shopping, with
Schwarzenegger and Stallone hitting the
Shoppes at Four Seasons and Rousey also
exploring Shoppes at Venetian and Shoppes
at Cotai Central
before picking out a
SFEDBSQFUPVUmUBU
Ralph Lauren in the
Shoppes.
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THE EXPENDABLES
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The latest from the Shoppes

COOL CAMPAIGNS

WHAT’S ON

Flower power and timeless tales
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BRAND NEWS
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Plush for Pink and jazzing it up
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Dear Retailers
Welcome to Style File, where we keep you up to date with news and happenings from Sands
Retail and our properties.
Shoppes at Cotai Central has grown and now features more than 140 shops, with 36 new
stores adding to Sands Retail’s offering for families. New brands include Esprit, Moiselle &
M Concept, H Concept, Marks & Spencer, F&H by Fancl/FANCL, Nautica, Rolling Luggage,
Samsonite Black Label, Le Saunda, IIJIN, Canudilo Holiday, Aimer, Zara Home, Kipling, Fook
Ming Tong, Skechers, NIKE, G2000, Concepts, 01 Men, UM Junior, Moschino Junior, Armani
Junior, Aquascutum Junior, Little Js, Geox, Sefon, Central Central, Yinger Club, Joan & David,
Ralph Lauren Childrenswear, Sa Sa, CC Shop, Jestinee, Starbucks Coffee and Tendence.
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AUTUMN STYLE

NEW
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The Shoppes’ S style magazine
is packed with the season’s
go-to designers, must-have
accessories and hottest beauty
buys. The magazine previews
accessible and aspirational
buys while highlighting the best
in dining and entertainment.
(VFTUTDBOmOEDPNQMJNFOUBSZ
copies of the magazine, covering
all aspects of style, in hotel
rooms, on Cotai Water Jet and
at Shoppes customer service
counters. Ready, steady, shop!

ᚭٴቇᙴټҳਆʸc҈ࠨऋПݯ੬ం༞ټҳਆʸၤ҈ࠨ࿏Ɏذพؿณࣱࢠʥ৽ݠcᜑ੬
ࣂԳుో̟ॵؿฉe

ͮټΊ֙ਂؿ၀͛৽ݠٻઅፌࢄc˳ܢ٦ᅚଞࡧיˀͤඃᑪذయ৽ݠټҳᄤᘖय़ʨ࠷
ᅥؿ͌ɻਝཚcႝ۪яʦᎶᆅईe၇અᑹτഠᄨৈ֙ࠎ॑ؿ՜ᘐಁ৽ݠcˀ౨ݯЩˀ
ϭ˂ˀcֺτνऩผࢶАԐᏼઠөޢӠcྦྷɺॶ፟༦eϤ፭ടັᇻԙຝᐽٶc҈ࠨ͛౨ۿၤΈ
ਆʸᙙʹАcΕຒ˖ᚭᙂؿԙຝณαઐˮऋПઐᄤయcݯຝᄪ፦ɐ٦eᇼज෮ณࢠࣱؿe

)FSJUBHF RVBMJUZBOEmOFDSBGUTNBOTIJQ
combine with innovation and exquisite design
at Aquascutum. The quintessential British
style of the brand offers luxury, attention
to detail and authenticity, right through the
range of adult apparel and accessories to the
delightfully stylish children’s collections.

ټҳᄤDሼ

The campaign was boosted by shopping promotions, creating even more reasons
to visit the Shoppes: a fragrance and dining promotion offered a gift with purchases
for every MOP500 spent at any retailer at the Shoppes. Shoppers were then entitled
to redeem one dining voucher valued at MOP50 and one Penhaligon’s miniature
perfume. Redeemed vouchers and perfumes totalled 18,333 pieces. To activate the
MOP50 voucher customers were required to spend at least MOP500 on dining, and
there was a total of 5,392 activated vouchers.
In Full Bloom’s stunning decorations created numerous photo opportunities which
assisted in driving sales and visitation. The jewellery and watch exhibition was
designed to activate the Great Hall space, thus driving incremental sales for tier-one
brands resulting in the achievement of a 30 per cent increase when compared to 2013.
ࡄ֛˂כΕ̛ۤɁᑪذɻʶѧؿ٦ᅚଞͤיඃᑪذయ৽ݠcɺЎࢄˮȿПԮ
;ʶ්ؿᖚЗສc٦྆፦ᐎcሌʶࢧ͌cᑹτ˥ɁᅪؿΊकᗸࢄᙴcၤۂಶ˳ܢ%UHJXHWd
%XWDQLd%XOJDULd&DUO)%XFKHUHUd'DPLDQLd-DTXHW'UR]d0RQWEODQFd2PHJDd
3DUPLJLDQLd3LDJHWd5DGRd5ROH[d7LIIDQ\ &R7XGRcᜑᚋ۪ɣଡވe
ݯȿмʵҡΛᚋ۪ၭᐽͮټΊ֙ਂc৽ݠ౨ංᑹઐˮऋПᑪذయeԯɻͮټכΊ֙ਂͨЄਆʸ
ᑪذዌྫྷپʏcЩ˿ეძࠤዌྫྷپʏؿᎁඝԴȹਜ਼c˿ΕၤᎁඝਆʸԚ͂cԎᏵᖲ
3HQKDOLJRQ¦V়БࠗˋȹcʦᎶፉᙺcͳˮȿͫᎁԴʥࠗˋeᚋ۪̦Εᎁᜨయ
ᚋዌྫྷپʏcɷ˿Ԕ͂ዌྫྷپʏؿᎁඝԴc৽ݠѧͳ܃νԷਜ਼ЙԴe

DOLCE & GABBANA

Dolce & Gabbana is known for its
oriental styling, metropolitan glamour
and Mediterranean imprint. Carefree yet
elegant, it is a chic lifestyle choice for
men and women who want to channel
La Dolce Vita daily.

كΊஉ߮ؿ೧ӡͶξɰιݯᅸݚ
ࠓֆe$UPDQL-XQLRUټכҳᄤؿณ֙
၉ᖓȿณؿஉ߮cፕࢿΊൔ͂cഒሬ
ర෮cཚୀຝ͛Ӯʶ܆cϤ˘ಁβ
ঢ়ඏcʵეࣂֆcသᛷ$UPDQLؿቤɈe

కฑؿਆʸi

AQUASCUTUM JUNIOR

$TXDVFXWXP˞ڈɓ෮ዟऋؿஉ߮cӪ
ؿඨdɐ࠘ۂؿሔ၀ɮʹᖚcԞਫജϤୀߎ
ؿঢ়Ꮜרཚcࢄଊඏࣟ࠷ߜؿሁe೧ӡͶؿ
ࠓࣟ͛ȹॵֻޚcभ̳ߜؿਝɩୁɡێe

Shop 2138, Shoppes at Cotai Central
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Think pink from 22 September until 31 October as Conrad Macao raises money for
breast-cancer research. A range of plush, pink experiences include pink afternoon
tea, pink mocktails and cocktails, a pink-themed menu at Dynasty 8, and a pink body
TDSVCQSPNPUJPOBU#PEIJ4QB XIJMFUIFIPUFMHPFTQJOLXJUIJUTnPSBMBSSBOHFNFOUTBOE
decorations. Pink Fridays see staff members add a hint of pink to their uniforms.

ONLINE CAMPAIGN
၉ɐ༝Ꮋ

The In Full Bloom online campaign on
Facebook and Weibo was a triumph
attracting 16,463 likes, comments and
shares on Facebook and 3,759 new
fans to the Facebook page. A total of
1,438,294 impressions showed the
great reach of the campaign. For more
information contact Anka Lei at anka.lei@
sands.com.mo.

This year Conrad Macao has entered into an exclusive partnership with haute couture
jeweller Butani. Two lucky guests who stay at the hotel during the campaign and
make donations to the cause will each win one of two prestigious pink sapphire
jewellery collections designed exclusively for the campaign by the brand. A lunch on
18 September at Do Mar in partnership with the International Ladies Club of Macao
will see 60 guests enjoy a three-course pink-themed luncheon, pink champagne and
FOUFSUBJONFOU3BGnFUJDLFUTXJMMCFPOTBMF PGGFSJOHUIFPQQPSUVOJUZUPXJOQSJ[FTGSPN
Conrad Macao, Butani, Ralph Lauren and Shanghai Tang. These supporting brands will
be given the chance to place promotional information in guest gift bags.
ഠᄨৈ֙˂ˀϭ˂ˀʹ۹ઐˮ॑ࠎ՜
cҐৈׁ֙ɐ॑ϳሁcࠗݯಋᏼटਥټผ
ᘐಁcۧདԉԐᏼeȹӡͶ॑ܢ˳৽ݠɎʟএࡨᎁd॑ᔸѮৈфৈ၀ʥɺфৈ၀
d౩॑ؿ
പ௰dഔొˋᏻ॑ؿӸዱޡᙶଉ೩eৈ֙ʑֺτؿᒻஉʥᒠ٦ཚ͛ౙೕඏ॑ؿϳcࡗɮ
ҡכҰܱ౨ʄݯԹ˱רɃ॑ʏॖcݯঢ়ඏ॑ؿሁ௦ٻk
ʌαഠᄨᑹၤঢ়ज़߯ႇकᗸۂಶ%XWDQLАcݯϷഁዶါؿႝ۪ొ
Ԝዟτᆉሌe৽ݠכ౨ංɃϾৈ֙ؿႝ۪cΣྐྵషࢶᖲʻܛcԯɻԭ
Ͻ֗༜෯ഁࡼڏτዀผᘰ%XWDQLऋПࠎ॑ݯ՜உ߮ؿԭಁނൔ
॑ᗸࠖཚɾȹe
ϊ̔cഠᄨৈ֙͛ၤዌپਝਯɤผכ
˂ˀࣵɾᎁᜨᐾϷɤɡʟࡽc
ϽཽႝͳԔɍ༞॑˚ᕀؿԙᎆcᑹτ
॑ࠗᓁʥ၀ᅥٲХጙeཽႝࠨ
˿Щᑪൕ෯ഁᆉԴcτዀผᘰ
ഠᄨৈ֙d%XWDQLd5DOSK/DXUHQʥ
ɐࣵᚯؿΊൔᆉۂeɐ߸ၤʻۂؿܛ
ಶc͛˿˞Εᖲཽႝؿᓤ˳ۂʑיສ
ۧඨ༅ࢿe

)כDFHERRN෬ᐾϷؿ٦ᅚଞי၉ɐ༝
ᎻʦᎶᆅईcΕ)DFHERRNਿࠒᘰ
ΡdजӰʗԔcҡмढ़ȿΊณ॑c˞ʥ
ωᕪͮc˥৽ݠԷɣ൴ະଠᓒᙴc
ιࢽಳe݅ੱcᇼᐲ$QND/HLcཋ൯i
DQNDOHL#VDQGVFRPPRe

٦ᅚଞי

੪ʶЗສؿඏ්ᖚཚᒻஉcмʵɺʭᚋ۪๑ज֨hΊकᗸࢄᙴڬᜑᚋ۪
ሌނൔࢄۂɾc͛τХڔԚˢࠨӷᑪذcਆʸؿᏪพᔾΐϊ༖αᄈ˱ȿϛͫɾɍɊc
ιࢽଉe

Dolce & Gabbana Men and Woman,
Shop 2846 & 2847 and Shop 2850a & 2856,
Level 2, Shoppes at Four Seasons

ټҳᄤሼ

'ROFH *DEEDQD˞ʿێdജᗫ
ɣผቤɈΔɻࣵϳϤཛΊcרཚݚᚉ
੫ඃؿଅֲcܰಞશুұଏ́ؿݠผ
Әɤɾࣂֆፕእe

S STYLE ADVERTISING
ᄤйᐲ

MOSCHINO JUNIOR

With distribution of more
than 200,000 copies
in China, S style
THNHaPULVɈLYZMHU[HZ[PJ
opportunities for advertising
collaborations.

Known for its vibrant colours,
striking patterns and distinctive designs,
Italian fashion house Moschino’s
characteristic design traits shine through
in its junior range with colourful little
pieces that are casually cool, perfect for
young fashionistas and early trendsetters.

ณȹ౨ؿ6styleɰ
ˮخk҈ࠨҰ౨ΕɻਝؿೕϷ൴
༠Է̯cొԜਆʸ
Կ൙ؿᄤйࢽऩe

HOLIDAYS ARE COMING

'ROFH *DEEDQDӘʥɤ
̒տΊ֙ᅢ
ʥሼh
Dʥሼ

ԙຝ௩ᄪ

Christmas is fast approaching and Sands Retail is planning
its seasonal activities. There will be Santa photo opportunities,
amazing shopping offers, grand decorations and indoor and
outdoor celebrations. Retailers preparing promotions for the
festive period are asked to share the news with us so that we can
collaborate together. For more information
please contact Charko Lam at charko.lam@sands.com.mo.

Shop 2137a, Shoppes at Cotai Central

෮ɣСࣂֆۂಶ0RVFKLQR˞ᒠ᜔ؿϳd
ྔ࣐͌྇ؿˮଠؿஉ߮ӮီcҡҐԒऋϳ
֝Њϭɩ೧רcࣂֆদΡcܰαႦᅸݚ༠Ɂ
ࠖࣟێؿፕe

To advertise please contact:

Pauline Chow

pauline.chow@edipressemedia.com

ܪ৩༠ཌྷਕพ৻ঢ়ज़৹ᐢസ
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SHOPPES AT PARISIAN
ʱቭɁᑪذɻʶ

Don’t miss the opportunity to be part of
the forthcoming Shoppes at Parisian.
The famous shopping boulevards of
the French capital arrive in Macao with
the launch of The Parisian Macao and
the opening of the Shoppes at Parisian
late next year. Shoppes at Parisian will
welcome creative luxury brands making
UIFJSmSTUGPSBZJOUP.BDBP BMPOHTJEF
some of the biggest names in fashion,
complementing the overall retail mix at
the Shoppes. To join them and for more
information, visit sandsretail.com or
contact leasing@sandsretail.com.
ዌپʱቭɁʥʱቭɁᑪذɻʶੀכαα֛
ໃιcݯዌپԞᐾ˖ၘΊؒؿਝࠖടΊᑪ
ذɣ༞eʱቭɁᑪذɻʶผٴԞΛࠖω൬
ዌؿپ෮ਫԢۂಶc˱ɐࠖևȹࣂؿܞֆΊ
ಶcᜑͮټΊ֙ਂҡ၀ٻᘖय़eᚭٴᐲᖎैݡ
ਆሼcੱᇼᓒᙴVDQGVUHWDLOFRPֶཋ൯ϭ
OHDVLQJ#VDQGVUHWDLOFRP݅e

ݯȿٴઅຒ˖ᚭᙂັؿᇻຝc҈ࠨ̳ዶรᘐፒɺؿຝᄪ৽ݠc
˳ܢၤັᇻϢɁ๑dັᇻᑪذయdᎶຝЗສʥ۩ʑ̔ᄪू৽ݠ
೩ę့Εԙຝ౨ංઐˮऋПઐᄤయؿਆʸc˿Ή҈ࠨొԜ
τᗐ༅ࢿcΕ֤ϊАɎ༠Էԙۧඨࢽe
ߗτ݅cฑᇼᐲᖎ&KDUNR/DPc
ཋ൯iFKDUNRODP#VDQGVFRPPRe

ټҳᄤDሼ

˰ᄤйcฑᇼᐲᖎ

David Sylvester Senior Vice President of Retail

appenings ҄৽ݠం

PLUSH FOR PINK

Elegant horticultural arrangements and an awe-inspiring watch and jewellery
exhibition with stunning pieces from the likes of Breguet, Butani, Bvlgari,
Carl F. Bucherer, Damiani, Jaquet Droz, Montblanc, Omega, Parmigiani, Piaget,
Rado, Rolex, Tiffany & Co and Tudor, were on display at Shoppes at Venetian
throughout the successful summer campaign In Full Bloom, which came to a close
at the end of July.

Shop 2138a, Shoppes at Cotai Central

Designer kids’ clothes are all the
rage. Discover the latest collection
from Armani Junior at the brand’s
new store in the Shoppes at Cotai
Central. Comfortable to wear with
decorative details and high-quality,
durable materials, Armani Junior’s
latest collection combines style
and sophistication.

Successful campaigns continue to take over the Shoppes with summer’s triumphant In Full
Bloom campaign and Shoppes at Cotai Central’s eye-catching Chinese Fables, part of the
Family Fun Days campaign. Conrad Macao’s Plush for Pink campaign until 31 October, with
proceeds donated to breast cancer research, is one not to be missed. As the festive season
approaches we look forward to working with you on our upcoming Christmas and Chinese
New Year holiday campaigns. Stay tuned.

ዌپʱቭɁؿጙۺɮೡ͛ΣˌΣ୫cੀผొԜᄤ༠̡ʿаؿᑪਂذc˞ʥ༩ංઔ͂
ؒਝۺዾؿਆሼcౙೕ࣯٦ᑪذɣ༞ۂؿՈeਆሼै༉ʦᎶፉᙺcᚭٴཋ൯
OHDVLQJ#VDQGVUHWDLOFRPݡᇹe

̒տΊ֙ሼ

ECAP ၀Αᚋ

٦ᅚଞי

Shop 2849, Shoppes at Four Seasons

ۂಶਿ؇כঢ়Ꮜೣτ͊ؿԮc˳ܢᝆே͊dቘை͊
ၼၽ͊c˞෮ɣС˵ؿ၀̝ˮଠʹɮc˥Ɂ
ෲɺᘷʹeଊΕ൬ዌپcеը༦ϛಁϳᘖय़ؿ
͊cޅϭ˿˞۹Ӹஉ߮ዟȹಲɀʹؿcιݯ
ଠɁರᒨe

R

IN FULL BLOOM

5IFXPSMETmOFTUBMMJHBUPS DSPDPEJMF 
ostrich and lizard skins manifest in Lana
Marks’ exquisitely designed handbags,
created in the north of Italy. The new boutique
in Macao is home to over a hundred designs
in as many colours, and also offers the option
to custom-design your own pieces.

ARMANI JUNIOR

҄҄৽cသੱൕ҄k

CAMPAIGN

LANA MARKS

ͮټΊ֙ਂؿ6style၉ᖓȿณ
ؿᅸרݚdɣᆅཚࢀᙶᇓۂc
Ԏుోտॵฉcདᙴ၀ᆽؿڋᘖय़
၀ۂc˞ʥొԜ၀ؿٻᅥࣱႬࠕ
ੱంe˳ᖓณࣂֆ༅ؿᔵႌכৈ֙
ָ۪dॾࠔͮټʥΊ֙ਂؿጺԜ
ЛՅቇe

Meanwhile, construction work on The Parisian Macao continues. Offering more than 300,000
square-foot of retail space and over 150 stores in French-themed surroundings, shops are
leasing fast. For details please contact leasing@sandsretail.com.

ሬȹࡼɣɩᑪټؿذҳᄤɰᒷ˨ϭං֙ሼcͳᄈȿං˥Ɂ౨ؿۿΊ֙c˳(ܢVSULWd
0RLVHOOH 0&RQFHSWd+&RQFHSWdଡ଼ϛஒd) +E\)DQFO)$1&/d1DXWLFDd5ROOLQJ/XJJDJHd
6DPVRQLWH%ODFN/DEHOd/H6DXQGDd,,-,1d&DQXGLOR+ROLGD\d$LPHUd=DUD+RPHd.LSOLQJd
ါঐਦd6NHFKHUVd1,.(d*d&RQFHSWVd0HQd80-XQLRUd0RVFKLQR-XQLRUd$UPDQL
-XQLRUd$TXDVFXWXP-XQLRUd/LWWOH-Vd*HR[d6HIRQd&HQWUDO&HQWUDOd<LQJHU&OXEd-RDQ 
'DYLGd5DOSK/DXUHQ&KLOGUHQVZHDUdଡ଼ଡ଼d&&6KRSd-HVWLQHHd6WDUEXFNV&RIIHHʥ7HQGHQFHc
еը၀ؿᑪذᅥመe

HOPPES ณਆ֙

Daniela Oliveira

daniela.couto@sands.com.mo
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